Can severe neonatal jaundice be prevented by neonatal screening for glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency?--a review of evidence.
An evidence-based approach is used to evaluate the neonatal screening program for glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-6-PD) deficiency. The primary consideration to include G-6-PD deficiency (G-6-PDD) in neonatal screening program was the public health burden of G-6-PDD-associated neonatal jaundice (G-6-PDDANJ) in the target population. However, the prevalence of G-6-PDD per se cannot be the sole index of the public health burden of G-6-PDDANJ. In more developed areas, G-6-PDDANJ is no longer a major public health problem. Further, most cases with G-6-PDDANJ in more developed areas are not precipitated by any identifiable icterogenic agents, and therefore not preventable by avoidance education. In less developed areas, however, G-6-PDDANJ is still a big public health burden and requires intervention. In this study, the effectiveness of neonatal screening programs for G-6-PDD to prevent severe neonatal jaundice(NJ) has been shown based on historical comparison, but the results may be confounded by other temporal factors. G-6-PDDANJ usually occurs in the first week after birth. Prompt need for G-6-PD screening results precludes it from incorporation into other existent neonatal screening programs (i.e., for PKU), and from centralization of laboratory work. The efficacy, adverse effects and cost-effectiveness of this mass screening program need further study.